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I and the Village - by Marc Chagall	
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Background Info on Marc Chagall 
Written by Andrea Mulder-Slater, KinderArt® !
"Chagall's career was marked by endless political and social upheavel, which 
meant he lived a number of different lives as a permanent exile from his 
homeland."  !
Marc Chagall was born in Vitebsk, Belorussia, Russian Empire [now in Belarus] in 
1887 - the oldest of nine children. His father worked in a herring factory, and his 
mother sold spices and herring out of a small shop in their home. As a child he 
studied drawing and painting, and in 1910 he went to Paris and became an 
artist. Chagall often painted dreamlike scenes, and many of the pictures he 
painted include memories from his childhood.  !
"Chagall here relives the experiences of his childhood, experiences so important 
to him that his imagination shaped and reshaped them without ever getting rid 
of their memories."  

I and the Village is a "narrative self-portrait" featuring memories of Marc 
Chagall's childhood in the town of Vitebsk, in Russia. The dreamy painting is ripe 
with images of the Russian landscape and symbols from folk stories. 

The picture can be broken down into 5 distinct sections. The first at the top right 
includes a rendering of Chagall's home town, with a church, a series of houses 
and two people. The woman and some of the houses in the village are upside 
down, further emphasizing the dreamlike quality of the work. Below that we see 
a green-faced man, who some say is Chagall himself. At the bottom of the work, 
we see a hand holding a flowering branch. Next to that, an object which some 
say is a child's bouncing ball -- perhaps a plaything from Chagall's earlier days. 
Finally, we see the image of a milkmaid layered atop the head of a lamb - a motif 
common to Chagall. (Cows, bulls and lambs figure in many of Chagall's paintings 
as cosmic symbols). 

The important thing to note about this picture is that is a reflection of Marc 
Chagall's dreams and memories. Also relevant is the fact that many of Chagall's 
pictures (including this one) have symbols that relate specifically to Jewish 
folklore. 

Interesting to Note:  
I and the Village is one of Chagall's earliest surviving works. In it, he ignored the 
laws of gravity. Objects are upside down, things appear to float, and perspective 
is disregarded entirely. Instead, Chagall chose to focus on color, form and shape. 
The result is a very emotional work -- a visual diary of Marc Chagall's life.  !



Discussion Ideas:	

!
You can tell the children that Marc Chagall was born in Russia but emigrated to France 
when he was a young man. Much of his work was born of his memories of his beloved 
Russian village. 	


Ask the children to describe what they see.  Eventually focus in on the two main 
characters (a man and a cow).  How do you know this is a cow? What are the man and the 
cow doing? (smelling the flowers) 	


What else are the man and the cow doing? What happens when they smell the flowers? 
(they are remembering things, they are thinking about things that once happened to them) 	


What is the cow thinking about? (about being milked) What is the man thinking about? 
(about his village) 	


How does the artist show us that these are memories? (the cow’s ‘memory’ is painted 
inside her body; the village has upside-down buildings; the buildings are tiny and are 
painted above the man’s head) 	


What does the man remember about his village? Why do you think smelling the flowers 
brings back these memories?	


What ways does Chagall use to show us that the man and the cow are tied together, that 
they are sharing the same experience? (they are looking at each other, both are wearing a 
necklace, there is a line drawn between their eyes, the circle shape in the center of the 
picture unites the figures, they are smelling the same bouquet - see what the kids can 
come with)	


!



Project Ideas:	


1. This project demonstrates how smell can trigger our memories.  Bring in a selection 
of things for the children to smell.  Raid your pantries and cupboards for aromatic 
items – cinnamon, vanilla, perfume, peppermint, lemon furniture polish, baby oil, 
charred wood from a fireplace, and so on.  If it’s something you can dab onto a 
cotton ball and keep in a plastic bag, all the better, since we want the children to 
focus on the aroma and not the object itself.  Pass around the ‘smells’ and ask the 
children to write down what it makes them think or of what it reminds them. It is 
not necessary for them to identify the smell, only to tell what memory or thought 
the aroma triggers. This project is a concrete way to show what Chagall was 
illustrating through his painting.  You could also divide a piece of paper into 6 
sections and have them quickly sketch their memories of the smell.	


2. Consider limiting the number of smells – some volunteers have had better success 
with just using “Holiday Smells” for example.  Another volunteer applied two 
scents directly to the paper the children used to draw their memories – she dabbed a 
lemon scent onto yellow paper, which brought summer images to mind for many 
children; and dabbed a peppermint scent on red paper, which seemed to bring up 
holiday/winter memories and feelings.	


3. Have children create ‘stained-glass’ windows of images they remember from the 
past. They can draw simple outlines on Contac paper with indelible wide-tipped 
markers, then you can peel the backing off and have them lay small pieces of 
different colored cellophane on the sticky side of their Contac paper shapes. Make 
sure they leave the edges bare – then they can stick the shapes to a piece of white 
posterboard.	


4. Daydreaming with Chagall:  Students will create works of art inspired by Marc 
Chagall’s painting “I and the Village”.  Project described below:	


!



Materials: 
 9x12 inch piece of drawing paper 

pencil 
markers or other coloring implements !

Steps: !
• Start by having the kids draw (in pencil) a line from corner to corner on their paper 

diagonally creating two triangles. Then repeat with the other two diagonal corners so 
that they end up with a large 'X' on their paper.  !

• In one of the triangles they are to draw the profile of a person. They should try to use 
the whole triangle for this. In the opposite triangle, they are to draw the profile of an 
animal. Again, trying to use as much of the triangle as possible.  !

• In the 3rd triangle, they should draw what the person is thinking or dreaming about. 
In the last triangle, they are to draw what the animal is thinking or dreaming about.  !

• After they are happy with their drawings they should black line the pencil lines all 
except for the original 'X'.  !

• At this point they can add color. Encourage the kids to repeat colors. For younger 
kids, this can be achieved by giving them a very limited selection of markers. !

Examples: 
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